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Seeing with Clarity What it Means to 
Live in the Divine Will or the Human 

Will 
Wisdom 17:19 - For the whole world was enlightened with a clear light, and none were hindered in their 

labours. 

 
 

FROM THE BOOK OF HEAVEN 
 

V30 – November 29, 1931 - “O! if creatures comprehended with clarity what it means 
to do their will, they would die of pain in comprehending the great evil into which 
they hurl themselves, and the great Good that they lose by not doing Our Divine 
Will.  Be attentive, My daughter, if you do not want to lose the eyes of the soul—
that are My Will.  Once these are lost, you yourself will not comprehend your 
highest misfortune, just as many other creatures do not comprehend it, who 
gamble away the Divine Will to do their own—but to do what?  To render 
themselves unhappy.” 
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V30 – December 6, 1931 - “Beloved daughter of My Will, to Live in It means to 
recognize Its Paternity; and as she feels herself a daughter, she wants to be close, 
clasped, on the knees of her Father, and Live in His House—and by Right, because 
she recognizes herself as a Birth from He who, with so much Love, Generated her 
and delivered her to the Light; and she looks at all other things as extraneous, and 
without the sweet Bond, either of Paternity or of relationship.  So, she sees with 
clarity that, by going out of the House of her Father, she would be a lost daughter, 
who would have not even a nest in which to form her abode.   
 

V30 – May 8, 1932 - “My daughter, only then does one feel the True Life in herself, 

when she enters into My Divine Will, because in It the creature sees with clarity her 

nothingness, and how this nothing feels the need of the All, that is, of He who drew 

her from nothing in order to Live.  And as she recognizes herself, the All fills her 

with Itself.  This nothing feels the True Life, she finds the immediate contact of 

Sanctity, of Goodness, Power, Love and Divine Wisdom; she recognizes in herself 

the Power of the Creative Work, Its Palpitating Life, and the extreme need for this 

Divine Life, otherwise, she feels as if there were no Life in her.  It is only My Will 

that makes her true nothingness recognized by the creature.  And It continuously 

Breathes over this nothing so as to maintain the Divine Life always inflamed in her, 

in order to make her grow as a Work Worthy of Our Creative Hands.  On the other 

hand, without Our Will, the creature feels as if she were something, and the All 

remains outside of the nothing.” 

 


